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Accent

Excellence is
expected.
The all-new Accent

Good looks are just the start of the story.
With its smart, modern lines, the all-new Accent says a lot about you and your individual
sense of stye. You are very practical and so is Accent because it gives you generous amounts
of interior space. It also comes with a choice of engines and six-speed transmissions that
are renown for their power, reliability and fuel efficiency. And when it comes to the allimportant issues of safety, Accent is equipped with a wide range of advanced features
that deliver comprehensive protection. Inside and out, Accent is a reflection of Hyundai's
passion for engineering excellence.

Design.
The ordinary transformed into the extraordinary: That's the beauty of Accent as it takes the family car to an entirely new level.
It employs the very latest LED and projection technologies on the front lighting package to maximize visibility and make a hightech statement. Chrome detailing on the front grille and around the fog lamps add a noble touch.

Projection headlamps & projection fog lamps

LED Rear combination lamps

Outside mirrors with repeaters

16˝alloy wheels

Interior.
On the road, Accent serves as your office, your home away from home, your business lounge and entertainment centre. Wellinsulated from outside noise, the interior is a well-appointed, multi-functional space where you can feel comfortable, secure
and perfectly relaxed. All touch points and visual cues look and feel familiar for intuitive operations. Materials have been
carefully selected for their aesthetic qualities but at the same time meet the highest durability standards.

Supervision cluster

Audio remote control

5.0″ Multimedia display

Automatic climate control

Performance and Safety.
Accent gives you a choice of powertrains to suit personal requirements. Whichever you specify, Accent delivers impressive and reliable performance using tried and true technologies
like variable intake systems that let the engines adjust their breathing to power demand, six-speed transmissions and multi-point injection for maximum fuel economy. And inside,
Accent protects you with some of the most advanced safety technologies available in the automotive industry today.

Gamma 1.6 MPi Gasoline

Kappa 1.4 MPi Gasoline

UII 1.6 Diesel with VGT

123
15.4

100
13.5

128
26.5

Maximum power

ps/6,300rpm
Maximum torque

kg.m/4,850rpm

Maximum power

ps/6,000rpm
Maximum torque

kg.m/4,000rpm

6-airbag system

Static bending light

Auto cruise control

Driver and front passenger are protected by two front airbags
and two side airbags. Side curtain airbags running the length
of the cabin improve head protection and increase the total
airbag count to six.

Pioneered by Hyundai on its 2003 NEOS-II concept car,
this innovation uses the turns of the steering wheel to turn
auxilliary lamps on and off thus illuminating dark side areas
covered by the headlamps.

Set the desired speed and the automatic feature takes
cruise control to the next level by automatically braking and
resuming acceleration to ensure that a safe distance is always
kept between you and the vehicle ahead.

Electronic stability control

Hillstart assist control

Emergency stop signal

ESC can detect skidding and using computerized technology,
it will automatically apply the brakes to individual wheels to
counter the loss of directional control, help maintain vehicle
stability and reduce the risk of a collision.

Stopping and starting on very steep road can be stressful
and potentially dangerous. HAC prevents the car from
accidentally rolling backward whenever the brake pedal is
released on a hill.

Capable of distinguishing between normal and emergency
braking conditions, this feature will automatically start
flashing your brake lights when sudden heavy braking is
detected thus warning drivers of a dangerous situation ahead.

Maximum power

ps/4,000rpm
Maximum torque

kg.m/1,500~3,000rpm

Features

Exterior colors & Interior trims

Specifications
Type

Gamma 1.6 MPi Gasoline

Engine type

Woven black

Kappa 1.4 MPi Gasoline

UII 1.6 Diesel with VGT

4-Cylinder DOHC

4-Cylinder DOHC

4-Cylinder DOHC

1,591

1,368

1,582

Max. power (ps/rpm)

123 / 6,300

100 / 6,000

128 / 4,000

Max. torque (kg.m/rpm)

15.4 / 4,850

13.5 / 4,000

26.5 / 1,500~3,000

Displacement (cc)

Polar white PWT

Woven gray
Brakes

Push-button start / Smart key

Window defogger

One-touch triple turn signal

Sleek silver RHM

Front

Ventilated disc

Rear

Drum / Disc

Woven beige

GL

Suspension
Front

Star dust V3G

McPherson strut type

Rear

CTBA

Tire

Leather black

Child seat anchor system

Glove box with cooling

Rain sensor

185/65R15, 195/55R16

Seat folding system (60:40 type)
Siena brown S4N

Dimensions

Leather gray

Flame orange X4A

Bulb-type daytime running lights

Bulb-type rear combination lamps

15˝wheel covers

15˝alloy wheels

Front / Rear

993 (1,033) / 948

Leg room (mm)

Front / Rear

1,070 (1,120) / 890

Shoulder room (mm)

Front / Rear

1,375 / 1,365

Leather beige

GLS option

Halogen headlamps

Head room (mm)

( ) : Maximum seat position
● The

above values are results from internal testing and are subject to change after validation.
● Some of the equipment illustrated or described in this catalog may not be supplied as standard equipment and may be available at extra cost.
● Hyundai Motor Company reserves the right to change specifications and equipment without prior notice.
● The color plates shown may vary slightly from the actual colors due to the limitations of the printing process.
● Please consult your dealer for full information and availability on colors and trims.

Fiery red R4R
Woven+Leather lime
Unit : mm

Marina blue N4U

Woven+Leather red
Overall height
1,460

Leather orange brown

Solar glass

Smart trunk

Safety windows

16˝alloy wheels

Phantom black MZH

Color package

Wheel tread*
Overall width

1,512
2,009

(including door mirrors)

Wheel base
Overall length

2,600
4,440

Wheel tread*
Overall width

1,517
1,729

(excluding door mirrors)
*Wheel tread : 15˝ (front / rear) - 1,524 / 1,529

